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Abstra t
We present a new approa h to topologi al parsing of German whi h is orpus-based and built
on a simple model of probabilisti CFG parsing.
The topologi al eld model of German provides
a linguisti ally motivated, at ma ro stru ture
for omplex senten es. Besides the pra ti al aspe t of developing a robust and a urate topologi al parser for hybrid shallow and deep NLP,
we investigate to what extent topologi al stru tures an be handled by ontext-free probabilisti models. We dis uss experiments with systemati variants of a topologi al treebank grammar, whi h yield ompetitive results.1

1 Introdu tion
We present a new approa h to topologi al parsing for German whi h is orpus-based and built
on a simple model of probabilisti CFG parsing. Topologi al parsing is of spe ial interest
for shallow pre-pro essing of languages like German, whi h exhibit free word order and the soalled verb-se ond (V2) property. The topologial eld model (Hohle, 1983) is a theory-neutral
model of lausal syntax that provides a linguisti ally well-motivated, but at ma ro stru ture
for omplex senten es. As opposed to hunkbased partial parsing, the topologi al model is
ompatible with deep synta ti analysis, and
thus perfe tly suited for integrated shallow and
deep NLP, by guiding deep synta ti analysis
by partial, topologi al bra keting (Crysmann et
1
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al., 2002), or for pre-stru turing of omplex senten es for hunk-based pro essing (Neumann et
al., 2000), as a divide and onquer strategy.
Previous approa hes to topologi al parsing
of German make use of hand- oded grammars (Waus hkuhn, 1996; Braun, 1999). In
this paper we pursue a orpus-based, statistial approa h, aiming at a robust parser with
high a ura y. We make use of a treebankindu ed probabilisti non-lexi alised CFG, following (Charniak, 1996). While this simple
model is learly outperformed by more re ned
sto hasti models for full onstituent-stru ture
parsing,2 our experiment is interesting in showing that for topologi al parsing a robust parser
with high a ura y gures an be obtained with
a standard sto hasti model of non-lexi alised
ontext-free treebank grammars.
Topologi al stru tures are partial or underspe i ed in that they do not en ode internal
stru ture and demar ation of subsentential onstituents, i.e. NP, AP, PP or VP onstituents.
Topologi al base lauses3 are hara terised by
morphologi al and ategorial properties. Still,
the topologi al parsing task is not trivial, in
that the boundaries and relative embedding of
base lauses and the demar ation of elds in
general are not deterministi , and also lexi ally,
or semanti ally determined. Thus, the omplexity of topologi al parsing lies somewhere
between hunk parsing and full onstituentstru ture parsing. The interesting question we
are exploring in our approa h is whether this
type of synta ti stru ture an be su essfully
dealt with using a non-lexi alised PCFG model.
The aim of this paper is three-fold. Besides
the pra ti al aspe t of (i) developing a robust
2
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(Collins, 1997) and later work, see (Belz, 2001).
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and a urate topologi al parser, to be used for
integration with deep synta ti analysis or for
as aded shallow analysis systems, we (ii) investigate how well topologi al stru tures an
be modeled by ontext-free probabilisti grammars, while (iii) trying to dete t spe i phenomena that require more sophisti ated models.
The paper is stru tured as follows. In Se tion 2 we present the eld model for German
and des ribe the reation of a topologi ally
stru tured treebank, whi h we derive from the
negra orpus (Brants et al., 1997). Se tion 3
dis usses previous work. Se tion 4 des ribes our
orpus-based sto hasti approa h to topologi al
parsing. In Se tion 5 we introdu e formal variants of our treebank grammar, whi h illustrate
problemati aspe ts in topologi al sto hasti
parsing, and possible strategies to their solution. Se tion 6 presents the testing setup and
evaluation results for di erent grammar variants. The results are analysed in detail in Se tion 7. Se tion 8 on ludes.

2 A Topologi al Corpus of German

German senten e stru ture is traditionally analysed in terms of its \ eld" or topologi al stru ture, whi h is determined by the position of the
nite verb in left (LB) or right (RB) bra ket
position (1). In main lauses the nite verb
typi ally o upies the se ond onstituent position, following the so- alled \Vorfeld" (VF) (V2
lauses). The Vorfeld an be missing in yes/no
questions or embedded onditional lauses (V1
lauses), as well as in subordinate lauses with
omplementizer. In subordinate lauses the
omplementizer (or wh-/rel-phrase) demar ates
the LB position, the nite verb is in RB position (VL lauses). Arguments and modi ers
between LB and RB o upy the \middle eld"
(MF), extraposed material is found to the right
of the right bra ket, in the \Na hfeld" (NF).

(1) Vorfeld
(VF)
V2 topi /
wh-phr.
V1 VL wh-phr.
rel-phr.

Left (LB) Middle
Bra ket Field
nite
args/
verb
adjs
nite
args/
verb
adjs
ompl
args/
adjs

Right (RB) Na hfeld
Bra ket
(NF)
(verbal
extraposed
omplex)
onstituents
(verbal
extraposed
omplex)
onstituents
(verbal
extraposed
omplex)
+ nite
onstituents
verb
onstituents

All modern theories of syntax rely { in one way
or the other { on this des riptive model of German senten e stru ture. It is thus straightforward to de ne mappings from topologi al to
deep synta ti stru tures of almost any synta ti framework. Its ompatibility with deep
synta ti analysis makes topologi al synta ti
stru ture an ideal andidate for interleaving of
shallow and deep NLP (Crysmann et al., 2002).
For our orpus-based approa h, no topologi ally annotated orpus of German was available. The negra treebank (Brants et al., 1997),
a large annotated orpus of German newspaper
text, follows an annotation s heme whi h ombines stru tural and dependen y annotations.
However, the ru ial topologi al lues, in parti ular the distin tion between fronted or lausenal verb position, as well as the delimitation of
pre-, middle- and post- elds are not en oded.
To derive a topologi al \treebank grammar"
from the negra orpus, we applied the treebank onversion method of (Frank, 2000). This
method is built on a general tree des ription language, and allows the de nition of ne-grained
rules for stru ture onversion. Conversion rules
spe ify partial stru tural onstraints and a tions for tree modi ations, whi h are applied
by removing or adding tree des ription prediates from the trees that satisfy the onstraints.
We derived a topologi al orpus from the
negra treebank, by de ning linguisti ally informed onversion rules whi h exploit additional annotations in the orpus, i.e. indire t
linguisti eviden e, to assign topologi al lues.
In a se ond step we indu ed topologi al stru tures by attening irrelevant internal stru ture
within topologi al elds and introdu ing topologi al ategory nodes DF, VF, MF, and NF as
well as LB and RB for left and right bra kets.4
Basi lauses are marked with labels CL whi h
expand to various patterns of DF, VF, LB, MF,
LB, and NF nodes. Basi lauses an be embedded within phrasal elds VF, MF, NF. The
resulting stru tures give (i) an internal stru ture of basi lauses in terms of elds whi h
are internally attened to POS sequen es, and
(ii) an overall hierar hi al stru ture of lausal
embedding, in luding oordination. (2) gives
an example of a omplex topologi al stru 4
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ture. It illustrates the use of parameterised
ategory nodes, whi h distinguish various types
of lauses: CL-V2,-V1,-INF,-REL,-WH, pre- elds:
VF-TOPIC,-WH,-REL, left: LB-COMPL,-VFIN and
right bra kets: RB-VFIN,-VINF,-VPART,-PTK.
The automati ally derived topologi al orpus
is used for extra tion of a sto hasti treebank
grammar with reserved development and test
se tions. The test orpus was manually he ked
and orre ted by two independent annotators.
Manual orre tion of the test se tion yielded
93.0% labelled pre ision and 93.7% labelled reall of the automati onversion pro edure.

3 Topologi al Parsing of German
While partial parsers for dete tion of lausal
stru ture are now available in many varieties
and for many languages,5 this type of parsing approa h has always been onsidered difult for languages like German. (Waus hkuhn,
1996) was among the rst to present a partial parser for German. In a rst step, the
oarse synta ti lause stru ture is dete ted, using indi ators like verbs, onjun tions, pun tuation, et . A ne grained analysis is arried out
in the se ond step, by grouping the remaining
elds into sequen es of minimal "base" NPs or
PPs. The analysis is still partial in that atta hments of base NPs and PPs are not determined.
The grammar is de ned as a CFG with feature
stru tures, where grammar rules are annotated
with manually adjusted weights for parse ranking. Grammar rules, in luding the asso iated
weights, are hand oded. (Waus hkuhn, 1996)
reports overage of 85.7% for lausal analysis.
No gures are given for pre ision or re all.
(Braun, 1999; Neumann et al., 2000) report
an approa h to topologi al parsing of German,
based on as aded nite state automata. In
5
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a rst pass, possible verb groups are identied. A se ond pass identi es subordinate lause
stru tures, using similar ues as (Waus hkuhn,
1996). (Braun, 1999) arried out an evaluation over 400 senten es and reports overage of
94.3%, pre ision of 89.7% and re all of 84.75%.
While these approa hes are similar to our
work in indu ing topologi al stru ture from key
linguisti indi ators, they su er from several
problems. (i) Hand- oding of rules is laborious6 and likely to miss out rare or ex eptional
phenomena, in luding ungrammati al onstru tions. (ii) Ambiguities are either resolved by
manually assigned weights, or simply by using
a greedy strategy (Braun, 1999). (iii) These approa hes heavily exploit pres riptive pun tuation rules. This is problemati for performan e
in uen ed deviations from standard pun tuation or less standardised text sorts, leading to
either a loss of overage, or a ura y.

4 A Sto hasti Topologi al Parser
In response to these problems we investigate a
orpus-based, sto hasti approa h to topologi al
parsing. It has been demonstrated2 that stohasti parsing an a hieve high gures of robustness and a ura y, while mostly restri ted
to purely onstituent-based synta ti analysis.
For our task of topologi al parsing, we investigate the adequa y of the very simple, nonlexi alised model of (Charniak, 1996), if applied
to rather at, topologi al stru tures. Our working hypothesis was that the model should perform well, even if not lexi alised, sin e (i) there
are less atta hment de isions, due to the rather
at target stru tures. (ii) Topologi al stru tures as su h, as well as atta hment de isions for
base lauses are less dependent on lexi al information, than, e.g., atta hment of PPs. Finally,
(iii) a orpus-based sto hasti grammar has a
6
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better han e to a ount for ex eptional onstru tions and performan e-in uen ed input.
Following the method of (Charniak, 1996) we
extra t a ontext free grammar from the orpus des ribed in Se tion 2. From this grammar
we derive formal grammar variants (see Se tion
5). Rule probabilities are estimated using maximum likelihood. We employ a exible and ef ient CFG hart parser (Kiefer and S herf, 1996),
whi h we extended to manage rule probabilities.
Currently, we let the parser ompute the full
sear h spa e. N-best parse trees are eÆ iently
determined by applying the Viterbi algorithm
over pa ked tree stru tures.

5 Variations of Topologi al Grammars
As part of our experimental setup we indu e formal variants of the topologi al treebank grammar. The aim is to explore di erent strategies,
or `models', and how well they perform in terms
of overage and a ura y.7 These grammar variants illustrate problemati aspe ts in topologial sto hasti parsing, and strategies to their
solution. In parti ular, we dis uss (a) parameterisation of eld ategories, (b) alternative approa hes to pun tuation, ( ) the use of binary
eld stru tures to address sparseness problems,
and (d) the e e ts of grammar pruning.
(a) Parameterised ategories Our topologi al orpus de nes maximally informative
stru tures where topologi al ategories are assoiated with more ne-grained synta ti labels.
For instan e, relative lauses, whi h dominate
a nite right bra ket daughter RB-VFIN, are
marked CL-REL, as opposed to verb-se ond
lauses CL-V2 with nite left bra ket (LB-VFIN)
(see (2)). A VF ategory that ontains a relative pronoun will be marked VF-REL. Su h negrained labels impli itly en ode a larger synta ti ontext ( f. (Belz, 2001)): for example,
a relative pronoun in VF-REL predi ts (through
oo urren e data in the orpus) that it is dominated by a grandfather ategory CL-REL, whi h
takes a right bra ket daughter RB-VFIN, as opposed to a left bra ket daughter.
We extra t grammar variants with and without parameterised ategories, to investigate to
whi h extent a more ne-grained and impli itly

ontextualised grammar helps to in rease a ura y in a topologi al model of syntax.
The maximal de oration of
a tree ontains pun tuation marks like ommas,
quotes, olons, et .8 While the orre t atta hment of pun tuation marks is not part of our
evaluation, the guiding intuition was that pun tuation should help to identify lause boundaries. On the other hand, irregularities in pun tuation setting ause noise in the data, in reases
grammar size, and ould ause overage problems. We ompare the performan e of grammar
variants with and without pun tuation.
(b) Pun tuation

( ) Binarisation

Phrasal topologi al elds

VF, MF, NF are underspe i ed for onstituent

boundaries of NPs, PPs, et . The elds are radially attened, dire tly expanding to sequen es
of POS ategories. We expe t a great variety
of POS sequen es as expansions of eld ategories, but at the same time re kon with onsiderable sparseness problems, due to unseen POS
sequen es.
To address this problem, we introdu e (rightbran hing) binary eld stru tures. The at
stru ture for the two onstituents Souza die
Polizei in (2) is transformed to the tree (3).
Learning rules from binary subtrees effe tively indu es a unigram language model where
the number of \ ells" orresponds to the rather
small number of POS ategories. Again, we experiment with at vs. binary grammar versions,
to test their respe tive overage and a ura y.

MF

(3)

NE
MF
Souza ART
die

MF
NN
Polizei

Due to automati transformation, the topologi al orpus ontains some illformed stru tures. We test whether noise in the
grammar an be redu ed by pruning single o urren es of rules. We ompare the performan e
of pruned and unpruned grammars.
(d) Pruning

7

Hen eforth we use a ura y as a measure for both
pre ision and re all { often referred to as f-measure.
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Full stops, bra kets, and hyphens were deleted.

6 Experiments and Results
Experimental setup The negra orpus was

split into randomised se tions for training
(16476), development (1000) and testing (1058),
plus further held-out data for later experiments.
For training and development we used the automati ally derived topologi al orpus, while the
test data was manually orre ted (Se tion 2).
To test the performan e of the grammar independently from a tagger, the input to the parser
onsists of the manually disambiguated POS sequen es of the test orpus.9
Evaluation Measures For evaluation we
employ the PARSEVAL measures of labeled reall and pre ision and rossing bra kets, as well
as omplete mat h, i.e. full stru ture identity.10
To a ommodate for the di eren es between
grammar versions, evaluation was ondu ted as
follows. The evaluation measures in Tables 1
and 2 disregard pun tuation and are based on
simple node labels, i.e. ategory parameters are
stripped. Finally, to allow lear omparison between binarised and at grammar versions binarised parse trees are ompiled to at trees before
evaluation against at target trees.11
Results We ondu ted systemati tests for
all ombinations of grammar variants: para
(parameterised ategories), bin (binarised),
pn t (pun tuation), prun (pruning single
rule o urren es), see results in Table 1.
Tables 2 and 3 give more detailed evaluation gures for the best performing model (v1)
para+.bin+.pn t+.prun+. Table 2 lists labeled
re all and pre ision results for individual topologi al ategories. Field ategories VF...NF reeive high gures above 90%, to the ex eption
of NF, yet with lower overall proportion (quota).
Table 3 reports alternative evaluation gures,
namely evaluation by disregarding ategory parameters (param ), or by evaluating on omplex ategory labels (param +); and by taking
or not pun tuation into a ount (pun t +/ ).
Finally, Fig. 4 displays a learning urve for
stepwise extension of the training orpus.
9
8
10

senten es were set apart due to wrong POS tags.
We veri ed our results using the evaluation tool
evalb by Satoshi Sekine

http://www. s.nyu.edu/ s/proje ts/proteus/evalb/.
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Evaluating labeled re all and pre ision on binarised
trees would yield unduly high gures, due to a high number of eld-internal trivial assignments.

7 Dis ussion of Results

Table 1 shows better performan e of grammars
v1-8 using parameterised ategories, as opposed
to the omplementary versions v9-16. Parameterised grammars make use of a ri her stru ture,
whi h is mapped to oarser topologi al ategories for evaluation.12 The impli it ontextualisation in ategory labels learly improves parsing results. While the rule set grows, a relative
loss of overage is only visible for non-binarised
versions v5-8 as opposed to v13-16.
Binarisation shows dramati e e ts in overage and a ura y. Binarised grammars are
smaller than their at ounterparts, but far less
onstrained, allowing the derivation of virtually
any POS sequen e. Flat grammars su er from
la k of overage, espe ially those using ri h ategory labels and/or pun tuation. We see dramati di eren es of about 100% omplete mat h
improvement between v6/v2, v8/v4, v16/v12,
and signi ant ontrasts in LP/LR and CB
measures. Thus, binarisation solves the sparseness problem for at topologi al CFGs without
jeopardising a ura y.
Using pun tuation in parsing leads to improved a ura y measures, yet only in binarised
grammars, where sparseness problems are irumvented. Flat grammars with pun tuation
show lower overage than their ounterparts {
higher a ura y measures are probably due to
lower overage. Use of pun tuation is similar
to parameterisation of labels, in that grammarinternally it helps to dis riminate elds, while
for evaluation it is ltered from the parse trees.
Pruning of single rule o urren es leads to signi ant redu tion in grammar size, in parti ular for non-binarised grammars. Here, pruning
in urs signi ant loss in overage. This is expe ted, sin e extremely at rules are likely not
to re-o ur several times. For binarised grammars pruning yields rule sets of about 1/3, with
almost un hanged 100% overage. Our hypothesis was that pruning improves the quality of the
grammar by eliminating noise imported by automati treebank onversion. This is on rmed,
in all binary grammars, by improved a ura y
measures. Sin e in binary grammars generi
eld rules are binarised and frequently o uring, rule pruning is likely to eliminate noise.
12
Thus, parameterisation orresponds to the notion of
internal and external tagsets in (Brants, 1997).

version
# (trained on 16476 sents.)
1 para+.bin+.pn t+.prun+
a)  40
b) all
2 para+.bin+.pn t+.prun3 para+.bin+.pn t-.prun+
4 para+.bin+.pn t-.prun5 para+.bin-.pn t+.prun+
6 para+.bin-.pn t+.prun7 para+.bin-.pn t-.prun+
8 para+.bin-.pn t-.prun9 para-.bin+.pn t+.prun+
10 para-.bin+.pn t+.prun11 para-.bin+.pn t-.prun+
12 para-.bin+.pn t-.prun13 para-.bin-.pn t+.prun+
14 para-.bin-.pn t+.prun15 para-.bin-.pn t-.prun+
16 para-.bin-.pn t-.prun-

gram
size
867

overage perf. mat h LP LR 0CB 2CB
in % len in % len in % in % in % in %
100.0

14.6

80.4

13.1

93.4

92.9

92.1

98.9

867 99.8 15.9 78.6 13.7 92.4 92.2 90.7 98.5
2308 99.9 14.6 79.1 13.0 93.3 92.7 92.1 99.1
679 100.0 14.6 80.8 13.1 92.8 91.7 89.1 98.0
1917 99.9 14.6 79.6 13.0 92.2 91.5 89.0 97.9
2962 57.5 10.3 49.7 5.7 63.2 79.9 59.3 87.6
19536 88.4 13.6 37.5 6.5 54.0 73.1 48.0 78.8
2839 67.2 11.6 45.8 6.0 59.8 76.5 52.7 83.3
18365 92.5 13.9 38.9 6.8 55.2 73.6 47.5 78.6
634 100.0 14.6 74.9 12.4 89.3 89.0 87.5 97.9
1827 99.9 14.6 72.7 12.3 88.3 88.2 86.7 97.7
489 100.0 14.6 71.6 11.9 86.0 84.5 80.6 95.7
1528 99.9 14.5 70.4 11.8 85.6 84.3 80.9 95.4
2756 76.4 12.8 37.4 5.6 53.4 71.7 46.6 80.1
18979 94.9 14.2 34.6 6.4 53.4 71.5 46.9 80.4
2675 80.4 13.3 36.9 5.8 53.2 71.1 45.7 80.5
17885 96.6 14.2 35.4 6.5 53.7 70.7 46.8 82.3
Table 1: Results for systemati grammar variations (senten e length  40, ex ept 1b)

Category
CL
MF
LB
VF
RB
NF
S
DF
all

LP
LR
in % quota in % quota
88.9 24.3 92.2 23.2
93.2 23.8 93.1 23.7
99.6 17.9 99.4 17.8
96.1 16.3 91.8 16.9
96.3 13.7 95.8 13.7
82.6 3.6 73.4 4.1
4.8 0.3 5.3 0.3
16.7 0.1 6.7 0.2
93.4 100.0 92.9 100.0

Table 2: Category-spe i

eval
param pun t
{
{
+
{
{
+
+
+
Table 3: Di

evaluation (v1,40)13

perf. mat h
in % len
80.4 13.1
79.6 13.1
78.5 12.8
77.7 12.8

LP
in %
93.4
92.7
92.1
91.5

LR
in %
92.9
92.2
91.6
91.0
erent evaluation s hemes (v1,40)

In sum, our best performing model (v1)
makes use of a maximally dis riminative symboli grammar (parameterised ategories, pun tuation), resolves sparseness problems by rule
binarisation, and an a ord rule pruning to
eliminate noise. Applied to full senten e
lengths (v1b) we note a drop in performan e,
13

S- ategories were used for non-standard base lauses,
e.g. gapping, that did not t the topologi al model.

but insigni antly so for overage, and only by
1% in LP and 0.7% in LR.
Table 3 details alternative evaluation measures. Evaluation on parameterised ategories
in urs a slight drop in a ura y, but in high
ranges.14 Evaluation of pun tuation atta hment { whi h is of little importan e { yields a
further drop.
The learning urve in Fig. 4 is surprising
in that we obtain relatively high performan e
from rather small training orpora and grammar sizes (size grows almost linearly from 313
to 2308).15 Saturation regarding overage and
a ura y is obtained around training size 6000.
Finally, we determined phenomena that all
for stronger ontextualisation or lexi alisation.
A ase in point are verb-se ond (V2) senten es
with a fronted V2 lause in Vorfeld position
(i.e. with VF-V2 ategories), whi h allow an
alternative analysis as oordinate lauses with
shared subje ts. This type of onstru tion was
frequently mis-analysed as a oordination stru ture sin e this stru tural ambiguity annot be
14

These measures are relevant for integration of shallow and deep NLP (Crysmann et al., 2002), as parameterised ategories provide highly dis riminative information that an be used to guide deep synta ti pro essing.
15
Note, however, that the urve pertains to a robust,
binarised grammar. We hose v2 (prun ) in order not to
unduly penalise small grammars. La k of pruning ould
explain the s attered values for lower training sizes.

with respe t to tagging errors, and extend the
model to a free parsing ar hite ture.

100
98

Referen es
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labeled recall
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Figure 4: Learning urve (version v2)
resolved on the basis of morphologi al or topologi al riteria. A promising strategy to enhan e our model is (targeted) lexi alisiation, as
these onstru tions typi ally o ur with a spei type of \reporting" verbs.

8 Con lusion and Future Work
We presented a topologi al parser for German,
using a standard PCFG model trained on an
annotated orpus. We have shown that for
the task of topologi al parsing a non-lexi alised
PCFG model yields ompetitive results. We
investigated various grammar versions to illustrate problemati aspe ts in sto hasti topologi al parsing. Category parameterisation (i.e.
ontextualisation) and pun tuation were shown
to in rease a ura y. Binarisation results in
high overage gures. Pruning of single rule o urren es eliminates noise in the automati ally
onstru ted training orpus.
The omplexity of topologi al parsing lies
somewhere between the omplexity of hunk
parsing and full onstituent stru ture parsing.
Our results indi ate that a standard PCFG
model is appropriate for the hosen task, but
ould possibly be enhan ed by lexi alisation.
In future work we will explore extension to
a lexi alised model, and investigate as aded
sto hasti parsing, by applying a spe ialised
sto hasti hunk parsing model to phrasal elds,
to obtain full onstituent stru ture parses. Further we will integrate the TnT tagger (Brants,
2000) to investigate the robustness of the parser
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